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Employees say: Reddit is the most human place on the Internet, and our corporate values reflect this reality - they are strong, obvious to all employees, and we celebrate for living them in the office and beyond. Read the Great Place to Work review here. Industry-industry
VerticalArrayFounded2005H'LocationCalif. Sites4U.S. Employees536Worldwide Revenue-Last Year Rank-Web Address information provided (companies may choose to keep some data confidential)November 21, 2019Page 2Employees say: This company is incredibly focused on its
positive and fun culture and the well-being of its employees. This is always rated as #1 goal. Invoca is ready to do everything necessary to make its employees happy and feel good at work. Read the Great Place to Work review here. Industry-industry VerticalArrayFounded2008H'
LocationSant Barbara, Calif.Sites3U.S. Employees194Worldwide Revenue-Last Year Rank-Web Address provided information (companies may choose to keep some data confidential)June 18, 2019 It's a Reddit upvote, but it's also an all-kind eye! Visual metaphors! Photo: Daneil
HansenRedditors are sharing their favorite life pro tips in AskReddit thread and we've put together the best below. (Some of them will be familiar to Lifehacker readers.) Strung together, they feel like the mundane contemporary art of war: briefly articulated tactics and strategies to combat
good fighting. Learn tricks for falling asleep, starting difficult tasks, and calculating interest. With a dashcam, I drive like there's an insurance broker riding a shotgun and a jury in the back seat. HomeBlink (your) eyes quickly within a minute before bedtime to tire yourself, says wag234. (The
results, say other redditors, are mixed.) Don't say it, go away, says Decim8r. The most important rule is a tidy house. Whether you're trying to keep your home or workspace a little more tidy, this simple mantra will help... Read more When you get up at night in the bathroom, says dhp2d,
keep one eye closed until you turn off the lights in the bathroom. Then switch your eyes to use one that is still acclimatized to the darkness. Using your hands as a squeegee, wipe the water off your body before you get out of the shower, says-r-c. It is necessary for hairy people who would
otherwise end up with a sopping wet towel and a lake on the bathroom floor. If you spread your cheeks as you sit down, you have much less wiping to do, says repliers_beware. I'm not sure how it works, but some redditors really seem to like it. Open the bag of crisps and roll the bottom so
that it creates its own standing bowl, says the oxfouzer. People are always impressed. The bowls are good if you have guests over, but who needs one just to eat some pretzels in... Read moreSimilarly, says MrBrotatoHead, when you put dirty stuff in the ciplock, roll on top of the top First, to
leave the lightning-fast part clean until it's time to close the bag. When the power comes out, search wi-fi networks on your phone to see if everyones power out, says sunnytimes68. Once you get home, says mystifiedmeg, set a ten-minute timer and tidy up. You can do this when you're not
tired of being out, and the timer will still help the cleaning feel less slog. Saran wrap/cling wrap goes to the freezer. This makes the product actually work., says CeadMileSlan. It won't stick to itself and crumple when you're trying to tear off the sheet. Plastic packaging is perhaps the most
infuriating, but necessary kitchen object in existence. Although... Read more To quickly cool the bottle or can of beer, says RandyOwl, wrap it in wet paper towels and stick it in the freezer for 5-10 minutes. But don't forget about it, otherwise it could explode on you! Use pistachio shells to
open very hard to open pistachios , says Almidas.Most pistachios snap to open, but each bag has a few holdouts: these nuts are only with ... MoreThanick blew our countless little minds: X% of Y equals Y% X. It made my mental math a lot easier. OnlineDo do you ever send an email too
early, or do you often regret not giving them a single one over? Write all the emails before you fill the To box, says million_monkeys. The comma and period keys move YouTube videos one frame back and forth, respectively, says Poppamunz.At work If you're nervous about any public
appearances, volunteer to go first, says Pinki3663. You get more time to relax, less time to worry and you get graded on the curve because everyone else is worried about their turn. If you tremble when you think about speaking out, you are not alone. It is ok. Just think ... MoreTheHeroHere
shares a blunt performance tip that really works: Should you get something done and don't want to start it? Count off 6 and force yourself to do it. I have no idea why this works, or why number 6 was chosen, but I applied it to men's tasks in my life I didn't want to do and it worked very well.
Mel Robbins is a motivational speaker and author of 5 Second Rule. She's also the host... Read more If something takes less than 15 minutes just to do it right now and not delay, says downwithwindows. How about 2 minutes? When turning to someone else's mistake, focus on the mistake,
not the person who made it, katie001x says. The attachment didn't come to an end, and you didn't send an attachment. This maintains momentum for the decision, not for the defense. (LizTheTired that more of this advice in the book Change Your Issues, Change Your Life.) On major
projects, focus on the path in front of you rather than on the top of the mountain, says ClassicManAC.In in Saying: I know to say: You are right, says joemac1505. They're right. If I plan to buy something but make a last-minute decision against it, I take the money and put it into savings, says
macabremaven. If you get a prepaid Visa gift card, save it with as $1 or $2 and use it to sign up for free tests without worrying about using an actual credit card, says -eDgAR-.If you have been gifted with a prepaid debit card over the holidays, first, congratulations. Second, and I ... More Get
a dashcam, says ColorsByVest. This is useful if you've ever been in an accident and have to show what really happened, but the CBV has found that it also made them a safer driver. With a dashcam, I drive like there's an insurance broker riding a shotgun and a jury in the back seat. If you
want a perfect high five, look at another person's elbow, says SammyWatkinsIsMyHero. Share this high five as-to so people know how great you are! This social advice from twopacktuesday may be inconvenient, but we are all trapped in a conversation so boring that we just might try: If
someone doesn't shut up, drop something. They'll be laughter when you follow him. Use this opportunity to talk as you pick up everything you fell. It's better than pretending to be a phone call. We used this to get a lot of blog posts started: Break out of the writer's block, write one sentence
and see where it goes, says PolarbearSafari. Without minding it or criticizing ideas, just jump in and do it. As the stereophony says: Create something today, even if it sucks. The Writer's Block is the scourge of all who seek to put pen to paper. Whether it's your ideas,... MoreIn avoiding
sidewalk shuffling when you cross someone's path: Look at the direction you want to go, says waldothewalnut. When approaching a group, slow down and they will most likely make room for you, says SeniorSoil. And avoid eye contact, says Panda_Bowl. Be a slow moving object with a
predictable path. Check the pressure in the spare tire and know how to use the socket before the trip , says Back2Bach, making me nervous about my first time renting a car next month. This beach tip doesn't come up as often, but it saved the life of pingponnmunmule: When you hit the
riptide, swim PARALLEL to the shore, not directly forward, in order to escape. If you are planning to hit the beach, take a look at this handy guide before... More Donglosaur has good advice on flirting signals: Once upon a time I remember reading a thread about signs that someone is
interested in you. The one that I remember most clearly is that they will look at you if they see or hear Funny. This helped me solve just one potentially uncomfortable situation in my life, making it the most rewarding piece of advice I've ever received from Reddit. Of course, of course might
just mean that they care about your opinion. Don't destroy your house because your friend is looking at you as Jim Halpert looks into the camera. Do you ever lose your kids at Disney World? Try this tip from Never_Been_Missed: If you are in a large park or event with your kids, take a
picture of them just as you walk through the door. If by some chance they get lost, you have a photo that shows exactly how they look and what they were wearing. There are hundreds of tips in the Reddit thread. So instead of following any of the performance tips, spend a day reading them
all! What Life Pro Tip have you learned from Reddit that you still use every time the situation presents itself? AskReddit Delicious Subreddit from MonthScreenshot: Reddit/OoerSomeone asked Reddit to list really really weird subreddits. They did it. They also listed a lot of cute but not really
weird subreddits. I've put together some really weird as well as some of the cute ones. NSFW subreddits are labeled as such. Many of these subreddits were small or abandoned before this Reddit thread, but they have been updated with fresh new redditors and you can soak up the sweet
new content. Actually WeirdFedlegs (NSFW, for sexy lady photos): Pictures of women with bare feet but their legs yellow. In a post that should explain this subreddit, the moderator says: Years ago, I had a strange recurring sci-fi-esq dream where the girls who showed their feet had they
turned yellowed with constant paint. I'm not sure what level of irony or fiction this subreddit is working on, and this may be the most actually confusing subreddit on this list. BreadStapledToTrees: Literally this. Photos of bread accumulated to trees. There are new photos every day.
Sometimes there are changes, like the crucifixion Jesus technically counts, if you believe in transubstantiation.unexpectedthreefifths: If you see any number 3/5 mention, you can show it to this subditredred. Gregfuckedarock (NSFWish for Implied Sex): Memes about being for rocks. There's
some motive for the Steven universe, and I don't want to find out why. DeepIntoYouTube: Weird-Ass video from the YouTube bin deal. Lithuaniakittens: a meme subreddit that is sometimes weird enough to be funny. Ooer: I AM NOT GOOD WITH COMPUTERooerintensifies: This but
moreFourthWorldProblems, FifthWorldProblems, SixthWorldProblems, SeventhWorldProblems, zero WorldProblems: All parodies of FirstWorldProblems. See also: SecondWorldProblems and ThirdWorldProblems. It actually goes up the way past the seven worlds, but I stopped counting
after 21stWorldProblems.SubredditSimulator: Bots try to imitate real Reddit posts. There is another subreddit with a more advanced algorithm. Both linguistic supernatural valley that will make you worry you're crazy. BetterHoagieDown: There are one post here. The story, if true, will be
tragic and disturbing. But is it true?longfurbies: Furbies that have been turned into snakes, sand worms from Dune.FearMe (NSFW for horror): Legitimate precipitation (but usually not gory) horror fiction images.honeyfuckers (NSFW for porn): For people who want to hit bees, or want to joke
about bee knocking.upvoteexgutor: frankly, more fun than This is the only subreddit I've seen where all the images of the post combine to make one long image: Exeggutor, Pokemon Palm. Not That Weird, but Goodpicturesofiansleeping: Ian's neighbor used to upload photos of him
sleeping. Maybe once I would find it strange, but I'm on the other side of all these really weird subreddits and to be honest, I find this one cozy and cute. WtWFotMJaJtRAtCaB: When water flows over a jug of milk at right angles to create a bubble. Not strange, but relaxing. VXJunkies: Every
fan knows the fun of custom flitexing your first VX, and the frustration of hemoglobbing SATDOS's overskid! HaveWeMet: Of course we met! We're old friends, the username is here! How fam?grandpajoehate: These people really hate Grandpa Joe from Willie Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory.IsEricWearingShorts: It subreddit tracks whether a certain guy named Eric wears shorts or pants every day. According to its sidebar, this subreddit has two internal factions, but not ones you might guess. FormerPizzaHuts: It's pretty easy to spot when the business takes over the old
Pizza Hut. What's with the roof and all that. I omitted some suggestions that are just weird because frankly weird isn't hard to find on the internet. But go read the full Reddit thread for more. Nick DouglasStaff Writer, Lifehacker Nick has written for Gawker, Valleywag, Daily Dot, and
Urlesque. He is currently running the scripted comedy podcast Roommate from Hell. Hell.
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